**DAILY REPORT**

**COASTAL FIRE PREVENTION TEAM**
Aiken County
12 October 2006

Team Leader: Calvin Bailey.
Asst. Team Leader: Pete Stuckey.
Information Officers: Russell Hubright.
Team Members: James Douglas, Danny Collins, Brandon Heitkamp, Clif McKinney.
LEO Teams: Billy Rutland and Tommy Edwards; Tommy Garvin.
Local Assistance: Jimmy Jackson.

- Held media day at Old Graniteville Fire Tower where 3 TV stations and 2 newspapers attended the outdoor burn demonstration.
- LEO Teams did burn site inspections and distributed fire prevention material to local residents in New Holland and vicinity plus Eureka and Monetta.
- Distributed fire prevention materials to local residents at Outdoor Unlimited.
- Delivered to John Hutchens of USC-Aiken 1200 Be Firewise SC pencils for distribution on 14 October 2006 at SEED (Science Education Enrichment Day).
- Established and put in place 2 TBYB yellow caution signs at Wagner Fire Department and Salley Fire Department.
- Contacted John Owens of Magic Media about billboard location on US Highway 1 in Graniteville.
- Visited Aiken Standard to pick up copy of products for filing system.